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Kit Carson and the Wild Frontier
Jurassic World meets Dawn of the Planet of the Apes in this epic
new middle grade series full of heart-pounding action and
breathtaking chills! "Amazing adventures!" raves Brightly.com as
they recommend Edge of Extinction as a 2016 Holiday Gift for
Tween Readers. One hundred and fifty years ago, the first
dinosaurs were cloned. Soon after, they replaced humans at the top
of the food chain. The only way to survive was to move into
underground compounds. . . . Five years ago, Sky Mundy’s father
vanished from North Compound without a trace. Now she has just
stumbled on a clue that not only suggests his disappearance is just
the tip of an even larger mystery, but also points directly to the
surface. To find her dad—and possibly even save the world—Sky
and her best friend, Shawn, must break out of their underground
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home and venture topside to a land reclaimed by nature and ruled
by dinosaurs. Perfect for fans of Brandon Mull, Lisa McMann, and
Rick Riordan, this exhilarating debut novel follows two courageous
friends who must survive in a lost world that’s as dangerous as
they’ve always feared but also unlike anything they could ever
have imagined.

The Incorrigible Children of Ashton Place: Book I
Presents the story of how Henry Wells and William Fargo went into
express mail business in California and stopped the Post Office
monopoly during the nineteenth century.

May B.
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
EVERYONE IS TALKING ABOUT! An addictive must-read
mystery with shades of Serial and Making a Murderer about an
investigation turned obsession, full of twists and turns and with an
ending you'll never expect. Everyone in Fairview knows the story.
Pretty and popular high school senior Andie Bell was murdered by
her boyfriend, Sal Singh, who then killed himself. It was all anyone
could talk about. And five years later, Pip sees how the tragedy still
haunts her town. But she can't shake the feeling that there was more
to what happened that day. She knew Sal when she was a child, and
he was always so kind to her. How could he possibly have been a
killer? Now a senior herself, Pip decides to reexamine the closed
case for her final project, at first just to cast doubt on the original
investigation. But soon she discovers a trail of dark secrets that
might actually prove Sal innocent . . . and the line between past and
present begins to blur. Someone in Fairview doesn't want Pip
digging around for answers, and now her own life might be in
danger. And don't miss the sequel, Good Girl, Bad Blood! "The
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perfect nail-biting mystery." --Natasha Preston, #1 New York
Times bestselling author

Man of the Family
Egyptologist Amelia Peabody, now a wife and mother, returns in
another Victorian-era mystery--to catch a murderer at an
excavation of an ancient tomb. It's 1892, and Amelia and her nowhusband Radcliffe Emerson have settled down in Victorian England
after their escapade in Egypt. They're raising their young son
Ramses and everything seems normal--until they are approached by
a damsel in distress. Lady Baskerville's husband, Sir Henry, has died
after uncovering what may have been royal tomb in Luxor. Despite
rumors of a curse haunting all those involved with the dig, Amelia
and Radcliffe proceed to Egypt and realize that Sir Henry did not
die a natural death. Accidents continue to plague the dig, and talk
of a pharaoh's curse runs rampant among the group. Amelia begins
to suspect that these accidents are caused by a sinister human, but
who?

American Horses
A collection of space age poetry written in the 1950's.

Bullets Don't Argue
The story of Tal, a little orphan boy, and the adventures that befell
him on the amazing journey to the land of Troom. His companions
were the wise old man Noom-Zor-Noom and the talking donkey
Millitinkle.

A Hunter's Fireside Book
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The life of Kit Carson, legendary scout, mountain man, and Indian
fighter of the Old West.

Ocean-Born Mary
God created man with the ability to reason. He did this so that we
could communicate with each other and so that we could obey him.
Reason allows us to form rational statements and understand the
statements of others. It allows us, for example, to take universal
statements such as "God has commanded all men everywhere to
repent," and apply them, first to ourselves, and then to our
neighbor. Without the ability to reason, we would be unable to talk,
preach, read, or follow God's commands. - Introduction.

Wells Fargo
The Space Child's Mother Goose
Presents playful recipes for such dishes as "Wood Chip Dip, "
"Seesaw Salad, " "Roast Rocks, " and "Pencil Sharpener Pudding, "
to be prepared for and enjoyed by dolls.

The Shy Stegosaurus of Cricket Creek
Although we have been successful in our careers, they have not
turned out quite as we expected. We both have changed positions
several times-for all the right reasons-but there are no pension plans
vesting on our behalf. Our retirement funds are growing only
through our individual contributions. Michael and I have a
wonderful marriage with three great children. As I write this, two
are in college and one is just beginning high school. We have spent
a fortune making sure our children have received the best education
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available. One day in 1996, one of my children came home
disillusioned with school. He was bored and tired of studying.
“Why should I put time into studying subjects I will never use in
real life?” he protested. Without thinking, I responded, “Because
if you don't get good grades, you won't get into college.”
“Regardless of whether I go to college,” he replied, “I'm going
to be rich.”

The Sky-Liners
A new kind of hero in the Old West tradition, Perley Gates is as
honest and good as his heavenly name. But don’t make him mad.
Because when Perley Gates gets mad, people get hurt. Once every
year, Perley Gates and his brothers lead the Triple-G crew on its
annual cattle drive. It’s a treacherous journey along the Great
Western Trail, with a herd of two-thousand cows on one side and
many opportunities for trouble on the other. This year, trouble
shows up in the form of a beautiful young woman, her little baby,
and her bizarre traveling companion—a colorful old cuss who goes
by the name of Possom Smith. They’re heading to a settlement
called Butcher Bottom, and risking their necks to get there.
Perley—being the gentleman he is—offers to escort the trio to their
destination. But there are a few minor details they “forgot” to tell
Perley . . . The woman is a widow whose husband had enemies. The
old man is hiding a small fortune that might get them killed. And
Perley is stuck in the middle trying to decide who’s good, who’s
bad—and who deserves to die first . . . Live Free. Read Hard.

Edge of Extinction #1: The Ark Plan
"During World War II a young German girl, member of the Hitler
Youth, goes to live with her parents in occupied Amsterdam and
comes to realize the truth about the war while living in a house
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requisitioned for her family"--

Riders of the Pony Express
The Next Step in TJEd.Often cited by the DeMilles as their favorite
work to date, this inspirational manual picks up where the
primer/overview work, A Thomas Jefferson Education leaves off. It
develops in depth not only the philosophy but also the nuts-andbolts application of each individual Phase, the critical Transitions
between Phases and the "big-picture" vision to begin with the end in
mind. Those who master the content in this book leave behind the
question, "But how do you actually DO it?" A Crisis of Leadership
The world's problems can be summed up in just a few words: lack
of leadership. While the world is in desperate need of leaders, very
few people have the tools to become one. Oliver and Rachel
DeMille's Leadership Education: The Phases of Learning is the
manual that every person who aspires to be an effective leader, or to
raise one, needs. Principled decision-making, the cultivation of
character, studying the classics, and using critical thinking skills are
just a few of the lost educational virtues of today restored by this
book. An in-depth look at the philosophy and phases of education is
indispensable when creating leaders. This book will help any family
find the direction they are looking for when pursuing leadership
education. This book teaches not only the theories behind Thomas
Jefferson Education but also the practical application of these
theories for you and your children, with great detail on the features
of Thomas Jefferson Education-modeled home, parenting, family,
education, leadership and life's mission. As we apply the philosophy
contained in Leadership Education: The Phases of Learning we will
transform not only our families and our classrooms, but the world.

Introductory Logic
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A study guide to accompany the book, Little Britches, by Ralph
Moody. It contains 42 recipes, 48 individual and family oriented
projects, Bible searches, and discussion questions. Suitable for an
individual family study, curriculum for home school families, and
easily adaptable for the classroom. Individuals are enjoying it as
well, even those that do not have children.

Little Britches
Offers a guide to the hidden worlds of the otters at Redwall Abbey,
providing the clan's history, where they live, and what their customs
are, along with puzzles, a quiz, and a poster.

Tal
When a failed wheat crop nearly bankrupts the Betterly family, Pa
pulls twelve-year-old May from school and hires her out to a couple
new to the Kansas frontier.

Cattle Annie and Little Britches
When a young graduate returns home he is accompanied, much to
his father and uncle's discomfort, by a strange friend "who doesn't
acknowledge any authorities, who doesn't accept a single principle
on faith." Turgenev's masterpiece of generational conflict shocked
Russian society when it was published in 1862 and continues today
to seem as fresh and outspoken as it did to those who first
encountered its nihilistic hero.

A Good Girl's Guide to Murder
No day is better than Friday! Friday is my favorite day. All week
long, a boy and his father look forward to their Friday
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ritual—breakfast at their favorite diner. The leisurely walk through
the neighborhood is just as good as the pancakes at the end. Dan
Yaccarino's bright, distinctive art style and sweet, simple story about
father-son bonding make Every Friday an all-around crowd-pleaser.
The weekly tradition will appeal to children who have similar
routines with their parents, and kids who don't have such a tradition
will be asking their dads to start one! It's a perfect gift book,
too—just in time for Father's Day. Every Friday is a 2007 New
York Times Book Review Best Illustrated Book of the Year and a
2008 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the Year.

The Golden Goblet
While her parents take a long sea voyage in 1830, ten-year-old
Phebe Fairchild lives in the Connecticut countryside with her
father's family, Puritans who even forbid reading her treasured
Mother Goose book.

Otters
In The Sky-Liners, Louis L’Amour introduces Flagan and
Galloway Sackett, heading west from Tennessee to seek their
fortunes. That’s when they came across an old Irish trader who
offered them two fine horses if they would agree to escort his
granddaughter, Judith, to her father in Colorado. Flagan saw
nothing but trouble in the fiery young woman, but they needed the
horses. Unfortunately, Flagan was right, for Judith had fallen for
James Black Fetchen, a charismatic gunman whose courtship hid
the darkest of intentions. Now Fetchen and his gang are racing the
Sackett brothers to Colorado—leaving behind a trail of betrayal,
robbery, and murder. Flagan and Galloway can only guess why
Judith is so important to Fetchen and what awaits them at her
father’s ranch. One thing Flagan knows for sure: The tough and
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spirited woman has won his heart. But can he trust her with his life?

A Fountain Filled With Blood
For as long as ten-year-old Moon can remember, he has lived out in
the forest in a shelter with his father. They keep to themselves, their
only contact with other human beings an occasional trip to the
nearest general store. When Moon's father dies, Moon follows his
father's last instructions: to travel to Alaska to find others like
themselves. But Moon is soon caught and entangled in a world he
doesn't know or understand; he's become property of the
government he has been avoiding all his life. As the spirited and
resourceful Moon encounters constables, jails, institutions, lawyers,
true friends, and true enemies, he adapts his wilderness survival
skills and learns to survive in the outside world, and even, perhaps,
make his home there. This title has Common Core connections.
Alabama Moon is a 2007 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the
Year.

Fathers and Sons (Translated by Constance Garnett with
a Foreword by Avrahm Yarmolinsky)
Andy starts out on his bicycle to try for a job at the circus but runs
into complications on the way.

Every Friday
Chronicles the eighteen-month operation of the Pony Express,
explaining why and how it was created, describing the challenges
faced by riders, and discussing.

The Read-Aloud Family
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Found running wild in the forest of Ashton Place, the Incorrigibles
are no ordinary children: Alexander, age ten or thereabouts, keeps
his siblings in line with gentle nips; Cassiopeia, perhaps four or five,
has a bark that is (usually) worse than her bite; and Beowulf, age
somewhere-in-the-middle, is alarmingly adept at chasing squirrels.
Luckily, Miss Penelope Lumley is no ordinary governess. Only
fifteen years old and a recent graduate of the Swanburne Academy
for Poor Bright Females, Penelope embraces the challenge of her
new position. Though she is eager to instruct the children in Latin
verbs and the proper use of globes, first she must help them
overcome their canine tendencies. But mysteries abound at Ashton
Place: Who are these three wild creatures, and how did they come
to live in the vast forests of the estate? Why does Old Timothy, the
coachman, lurk around every corner? Will Penelope be able to
teach the Incorrigibles table manners and socially useful phrases in
time for Lady Constance's holiday ball? And what on earth is a
schottische?

Come on Seabiscuit!
Ralph Moody was eight years old in 1906 when his family moved
from New Hampshire to a Colorado ranch. Through his eyes we
experience the pleasures and perils of ranching there early in the
twentieth century. Auctions and roundups, family picnics, irrigation
wars, tornadoes and wind storms give authentic color to Little
Britches. So do adventures, wonderfully told, that equip Ralph to
take his father's place when it becomes necessary. Little Britches was
the literary debut of Ralph Moody, who wrote about the adventures
of his family in eight glorious books, all available as Bison Books.

The Borrowed House
Explore the Wild West! 25 Great Projects, Activities, Experiments
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invites young readers ages 6–9 to experience the spirit of the Wild
West. Kids learn about explorers who mapped the American West,
Native Americans, gold miners, cowboy culture, cattle drives, Wild
West legends, frontier towns, peacekeepers, lawbreakers, and much
more. Through projects ranging from making a settler’s soddie to
mining for gold, kids develop a better understanding of the rich
history of the Wild West in the 1800s.

Rich Dad, Poor Dad
Not every girl is a modern pioneer raised in the backwoods. Katy
King writes eloquently of her life growing up, poor in material
wealth, but rich in experience and humor. Her childhood was one
that most kids can only dream of. But a life-changing experience at
twelve left her an older and wiser young woman. Katy had to grow
up in an instant, to become someone capable of making a life-anddeath decision. Her carefree childhood is gone forever, but its magic
lives on in this inspiring story. Sharing in her wisdom and life
perspective is a joy. In the tradition of Ralph Moody’s Little
Britches, Katy King spins an episodic tale which will give you many
chuckles and bring an occasional tear to your eye.

Explore the Wild West!
"The story of a real-life girl in early eighteenth-century America
called Ocean-born Mary due to her birth at sea, and her youth and
experiences in coastal New Hampshire"--

Little Britches
Fortified with Yankee ingenuity and western can-do energy, the
Moody family, transplanted from New England, builds a new life on
a Colorado ranch early in the twentieth century. Father has died
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and Little Britches shoulders the responsibilities of a man at age
eleven. Man of the Family continues true pioneering adventures as
unforgettable as those in Little Britches and The Fields of Home,
also available as Bison Books.

Mud Pies and Other Recipes
Based on the lives of two adolescent girls in the late 19th century
who became infatuated with the Western outlaw heroes they had
read about in Ned Buntline's stories and left their homes to join
them. The outlaws the girls find are the demoralised remnants of
the Doolin-Dalton gang, led by the aging Bill Doolin. Annie
shames, and inspires the men, to become what she had imagined
them to be. The younger sister Jenny finds a father figure in Doolin,
who calls her Little Britches. Doolin's efforts to live up to the girls'
vision of him lead him to be carted off in a cage to an Oklahoma jail
where he waits to be hanged.

Andy and the Circus
A young Egyptian boy struggles to reveal a hideous crime and
reshape his own destiny.

The Curse of the Pharaohs
George the stegosaurus tries to help twins Joan and Joey Brown save
their mother's ranch, but his enthusiasm gets everyone into trouble.

Alabama Moon
For decades, Gene Hill’s articles and books have captured the
spirit of the outdoors in a way that inspires and entertains millions
of readers. A Hunter’s Fireside Book captures the essence of the
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life of a sportsman and explores the full spectrum of the hunter’s
experience: sunrises in the duck blind, an unforgettable hunter’s
moon, the camaraderie of men who know the pleasures of being wet
and cold and a little bit lost.

Phebe Fairchild
In In the Bleak Midwinter, Julia Spencer-Fleming's Malice
Domestic-winning first mystery, Reverend Clare Fergusson was
quickly introduced to a more eventful life than she had expected
after moving to the small town of Millers Kill in upstate New York.
But the Episcopal priest and former Army Air Force chopper pilot
proved to her flock—and to police chief Russ Van Alstyne—that
she could cope with the unexpected, even when it was as dire as
murder. In this new adventure for the two ill-matched friends (who
are gamely resisting something beyond friendship), evidence shows
that a small town can hold just as much evil as the Wicked City.
The Chicago Tribune says "[Spencer-Fleming] pulls it off again" in
A Fountain Filled With Blood.

Treasure Mountain
During the Great Depression, Seabiscuit captured the hearts of
Americans from the streets to the White House, winning more
money than any horse at that time and shattering speed records
across the country. Moving and inspirational, "Come on
Seabiscuit!" is a reminder of the qualities that make a real American
champion.

Not Every Girl
Just Across My Fence
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Based on extensive and careful research, this book tells the stories of
the origins of the Morgan, the Standardbred, the American Saddle
Horse, and the Tennessee Walking Horse, their progenitors, and
the breeders and fanciers who recognized their special qualities.

Little Britches
In Treasure Mountain, Louis L’Amour delivers a robust story of
two brothers searching to learn the fate of their missing father—and
finding themselves in a struggle just to stay alive. Orrin and Tell
Sackett had come to exotic New Orleans looking for answers to
their father’s disappearance twenty years before. To uncover the
truth, the brothers enlisted the aid of a trailwise Gypsy and a
mysterious voodoo priest as they sought to re-create their father’s
last trek. But Louisiana is a dangerous land, and with one misstep
the brothers could disappear in the bayous before they even set foot
on the trail—a trail that led to whatever legacy their father had left
behind . . . and a secret worth killing for.

Leadership Education
Connecting deeply with our kids can be difficult in our busy,
technology-driven lives. Reading aloud offers us a chance to be fully
present with our children. It also increases our kids’ academic
success, inspires compassion, and fortifies them with the inner
strength they need to face life’s challenges. As Sarah Mackenzie
has found with her own six children, reading aloud long after kids
are able to read to themselves can deepen relationships in a
powerful way. Founder of the immensely popular Read-Aloud
Revival podcast, Sarah knows first-hand how reading can change a
child’s life. In The Read-Aloud Family, she offers the inspiration
and age-appropriate book lists you need to start a read-aloud
movement in your own home. From a toddler’s wonder to a
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teenager’s resistance, Sarah details practical strategies to make
reading aloud a meaningful family ritual. Reading aloud not only
has the power to change a family—it has the power to change the
world.
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